Shearings are ‘going places’ with Formate eVo

Background
Shearings Holidays are the UK's number
one coach holiday tour operator
incorporating Bay Hotels, Coast & Country
and GrandTourer brands.
Based in Wigan, they operate from
hundreds of departure points providing
coach, air, rail, cruise and hotel breaks to
more than 170 destinations in the UK,
Europe and worldwide.
They own 52 hotels in the UK and offer
friendly and helpful service, great
entertainment, comfortable
accommodation and fantastic value for
money.
www.shearings.com

The Challenge
In-line with Shearings commitment to
provide the very best service to their
customers, the IT Director decided their
invoices should be improved and delivered
electronically as an PDF document pack.

“We considered developing
our own solution but it was
long winded and wouldn’t
have provided the flexibility
and speed of development
offered by Formate eVo
software.”
Keith, IT Manager

However, Mark faced the problem that
every customer pack is different and could
include a combination of invoice, tickets,
terms and conditions, insurance policy,
insurance indemnity, ATOL certificate and
luggage labels which need to be printed on
a specialised tear-proof material so cannot
be part of an emailed pack.
Additionally, Mark wanted to incorporate
flexible targeted marketing messages
within the documentation but was
restricted by the fact they currently used
various pre-printed paper stocks depending
on the specific brand or product purchased
by the customer.
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The Solution
Various solutions were considered for the
project but Document Genetics were
chosen based on their consultative
approach, competitive pricing and the
technical capability of their Formate eVo
ERP Enterprise Output Management
software.
The first phase of the project involved a
Document Genetics consultant working
with the Shearings IT team at their head
office in Wigan. Within a few days they
had completed the initial development
work allowing the Formate eVo software
to connect to their call centre and online
Reservation System.

Without any changes to the raw data,
Formate eVo produces a customised
documenta-tion pack (based on the product
and brand ordered) which is then emailed in
PDF format directly to the customer.
Formate eVo also triggers an instruction to
print the luggage labels and supporting
covering documentation (including targeting
marketing inserts using OMR markings) for
posting to the customer via a FTP connection
to Document Genetics’ print fulfillment
partner Paragon.
The second phase involved Formate eVo
recognising customers from the Reservation
System without email addresses and sending
their documentation pack to Paragon for
printing and posting to the customer.
Formate eVo replaces the need for different
pre-printed stationery stocks by intelligently
selecting flexible form types and printing
them on plain paper.

“An essential asset of any
IT partner is their support
team and Document
Genetics provide an
excellent service.
Keith, IT Manager

Targeted marketing messages and supplier
(hotels) documents were part of the third
phase of the Formate eVo implementation.
Blank spaces within the documentation
packs are intelligently filled with targeted
marketing messages depending on the
product purchased.
For example, a customer purchasing a
standard room may be offered the
opportunity to upgrade to a premier room,
buy wine and flowers, etc.
Another example of customised
development work is that Formate eVo
recognises the departure point of the
customer’s holiday and includes maps and
directions of the relevant car park and pick
up point.
Regarding supplier documents, customer/
passenger rooming instructions and update
progress reports to hotels previously faxed
are now automatically emailed to hotels via
Formate eVo.

The Benefits
• Improved customer experience –
customised documentation packs
contain helpful information relevant to
customers’ needs.
• Cost savings – over 60% of customer
packs and 96% of supplier documents
are now emailed. Plus, expensive preprinted paper stocks do not need to
be maintained.
• Revenue generating – targeting
marketing messages provides
secondary spend revenue
opportunities.
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• Uniformity - the look and feel of
the customer documentation
packs are consistent independent
of the brand and product, or
whether emailed or printed
• Seamless – without changes to
the Reservation System, Formate
eVo ensures the right information
in the right format is produced for
the customer
• Improved efficiency – utilisation of
Document Genetics’ outsourced
print fulfillment company means
that Shearings focus on core
business operations
• Future proof – text alerts and
promotions of wi-fi at departure
points and hotels are ongoing
projects

